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The BRAVO pH Test: 
  

Ten Days before the Test:  
Unless your physician has specifically instructed you otherwise, please discontinue all 
acid blocking medications (Aciphex, Nexium, Pepcid, Prevacid, Prilosec, Protonix, 
Tagamet, Zantac, etc.).  

It is okay to use short acting antacids (Maalox, Mylanta, Rolaids, Tums, etc.) until the 
day before the test if you are having discomfort.  

Two Days Prior To Your Procedure  
One of our nurses will be contacting you two days prior to your test to obtain your 
medical history and review your preparation instructions. We will be happy to answer 
any questions you may have at that time. Please make sure you tell the nurse if you 
have any of the following:  

• Allergies to any medications or latex products  
• Pacemaker, implantable defibrillator or neurostimulator 

The nurse will ask you about the medications you take. Please let her/him know if you 
are taking, or have recently taken, any of the following medications:  

• Blood thinning medications  
• Anti-arthritis medications  
• Anti-seizure medications  
• Chemotherapy treatments  
• Iron  
• Diabetes medications such as Insulin or oral diabetes medications 

If you are taking medications for your heart, lungs or blood pressure the nurse will let 
you know if you should take them in the morning with sips of water. 
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Transportation  
If you are having an endoscopy in conjunction with the BRAVO capsule being placed 
you will be receiving sedation. If you are having the BRAVO placed independent of an 
endoscopy you will not require sedation and may drive yourself home. If you will be 
receiving sedation (which may alter your reflexes, judgment and reaction time), 
you must make arrangements for a responsible adult to drive you home after your 
procedure. Taxis and buses are not permitted unless you are accompanied by a 
responsible adult. If you do not make the above arrangements, your appointment will 
need to be rescheduled for a time when a driver is available. This is for your safety and 
protection, as well as the safety and protection of others. Please contact us several 
days in advance if you are having difficulty finding a ride; we may be able to provide you 
with some resources for transportation assistance.  

The Day Of Your Test  

Preparation:  

For an AM procedure time: Do not eat or drink anything after midnight.  

For a PM(afternoon) procedure time: You may have a clear liquid breakfast before 8 
am. Clear liquids consist of: black coffee or tea, beef/chicken broth, apple juice, white 
grape or white cranberry juice, jell-o (no red or purple flavors). Your doctor may also 
allow you to have a light solid breakfast.  

Do not take any antacids on the day of the test.  

What to Wear  
Please wear loose, comfortable clothing that is easily removed. Avoid tight fitting 
garments such as pantyhose. Please leave your valuables at home. You will be 
changing into a patient gown; you may usually leave on a small T-shirt and will not have 
to remove anything from the waist down.  

Bring the following items with you:  

• Your insurance cards  
• A list of all medications you are taking (or bring the bottles with you)  
• Respiratory inhalers or insulin, if you use them  

Please arrive at our center 30 minutes prior to your scheduled procedure time unless 
otherwise instructed. Expect to be at the Center for 1 ½ to 2 hours if you are also having 
an endoscopy; 1 hour if you are having BRAVO alone. Your ride may wait in our waiting 
room or they may return to pick you up at the specified time. We will also be happy to 
call your ride when you are ready if they don't want to wait. When you arrive our 
receptionist will review your insurance and contact information with you. Please let her 
know of any changes.  
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The nurse will bring you back to the admission area to get you ready for your procedure.  

• She/he will review your medical history if this has not already been done.  
• The nurse will be starting an intravenous in your arm if you are being sedated.  
• You will be signing a consent to have your physician perform the BRAVO pH 

Capsule Placement. If you are being sedated you will also be agreeing that:  
1. You are not to drive or operate machinery until the next day.  
2. You should not work until the next day.  
3. You should not sign any important documents or make important 

decisions until the next day.  
4. You should not exercise strenuously until the next day.  

During Capsule Placement in Conjunction with an Endoscopy 
You will be brought into one of the private procedure rooms where you will be cared for 
by your doctor and a Registered Nurse. The nurse will obtain your blood pressure, 
pulse, oxygen saturation and cardiac rhythm, which will be monitored continuously 
throughout the procedure. You will be lying on your left side for the procedure. Once 
you have had a chance to talk to your doctor, the nurse will begin administering 
 

After Your Procedure  
After your procedure is complete you will be taken to the recovery area. The nurses 
there will continue to monitor your blood pressure, pulse and oxygen saturation. Your 
significant other or friend may come sit with you in recovery at this time.  

When your throat is no longer numb you will be able to drink liquids and will be able to 
eat as soon as you leave the Center. Once you are steady on your feet you will be able 
to go home; this is usually after about 30 minutes if you were sedated. The doctor will 
talk to you and your family/friend about the results of your procedure before you leave, 
but if you were sedated you may not remember this. We will give you all of your 
discharge instructions in writing.  

Patient Instructions for pH Study  

• You may resume your normal diet as soon as you leave the Center. Eat 
normally; try to have three good sized meals per day. Don't eat many small 
meals or snack frequently. It's good to eat at least one very fatty meal. Log your 
meal times on the diary; don't write what you ate, just when.  

• Try to drink liquids only at mealtime. Don't sip water or other liquids throughout 
the day, as this will essentially wash acid off the probe. If you do have a drink 
(coffee, soda, etc,) separately from a meal, log it on the diary as a meal.  

• Approximately 5% of patients may feel the capsule. It may feel like a mild 
pressure in the chest, or it may feel slightly uncomfortable when you swallow 
food. Do not worry if this happens to you. If you experience severe pain or 
inability to swallow you should call the Atherton Endoscopy Center (7am - 4pm, 
Monday through Friday) or your physician if it is after hours.  
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• The receiver needs to be no more than 3 feet away from you to record data; to 
alert you, it will beep if it is out of range. The BRAVO receiver is a very expensive 
piece of medical equipment; please be very careful not to get it wet or drop it. 
Please take it off your belt prior to using the bathroom. You may take a shower; 
just leave the receiver two or three feet outside of the shower.  

• Occasionally you may come in contact with electrical currents that can interfere 
with the receiver, such as a hairdryer, an old computer, or a radio tower. The 
receiver will beep if it has interference; just move away from whatever is 
interfering and re-establish the connection by placing the receiver over your 
chest until the beeping stops.  

• Do not take any antacids during the study unless instructed by your physician. 
(Maalox, Mylanta, Tums, Rolaids, Zantac, Tagamet, Pepcid, Axid, Prilosec, 
Nexium, Prevacid, Aciphex, Protonix, etc).  

• Sleep - Log on your diary when you are lying nearly completely flat; if you are 
sleeping with your head elevated on the couch or in a reclining chair this does 
not count.  

• The capsule will fall off in 5 to 7 days and pass through your digestive system 
naturally. If you need an MRI within 30 days of the capsule being placed, please 
inform the physician so they can make sure the capsule has completely passed 
from you body. Please place the enclosed MRI ID card in your wallet.  

Please read about additional discharge instructions if you also had an endoscopy under 
"About My Endoscopy."  

The nursing staff will call you the following business day to see how you are doing. 
Please let her/him know if you have any concerns. You are welcome to call us anytime 
during our open business hours as well.  

48 Hours after Placement 
Please return the receiver and your diary to the Atherton Endoscopy Center at the time 
specified by the nurse. 


